
FTC MANAGER

FUEL TAX CREDITS & FTC MANAGER

Go Digital, with an Accurate 
Fuel Tax Credits Solution 

Teletrac Navman’s FTC Manager is the 
most revolutionary fuel taxcredit solution 
that uses real-time high-definition 
second-by-second GPS location data from 
telematics installed in vehicles and 
equipment to calculate o�-road travel 
and auxiliary fuel use to maximise your 
fuel tax rebates.

Backed by ATO’s product and class rulings, 
FTC Manager helps your business maintain 
compliance with strict guidelines. With 
specialty industry features, like Work Lights 
Conex, FTC Manager helps businesses 
maximise their fuel tax claims, while  

allowing mixed fleets to measure hours 
of use for auxiliary equipment. Whether 
you’re working in construction, agriculture, 
forestry, mining, government or transport, 
FTC Manager is an entirely flexible and 
integrated solution built to meet the needs 
of those who use fuel on Australian roads.

By automating your fuel tax requirement,
you can reduce administrative costs and 
tax risks. FTC Manager ensures you’re 
receiving the maximum refund entitled 
to reinvest back into the business while 
staying compliant.

INTEGRATED SOLUTION

SECOND-BY-SECOND DATA

TOTAL FLEXIBILITY

• Your GPS vehicle and asset data paired with PPM Tax Group’s FTC advisory services
• Part of Teletrac Navman’s connected and AI-enabled fleet management solution 
• Access to experienced FTC specialists with a proven track record 
• Reduce risk with a solution that has ATO product and class rulings   

• Designed to exclusively operate with real-time telematics  data from vehicles and assets
• No algorithms to connect the dots between timed satellite updates, just real-time waypoints
• Rely on actual data from each vehicle, not average percentages across your entire fleet   

 

• Choose the level of service you require based on your business needs
• Dedicated support team, round the clock online training and help through the process 
• Ability to outsource the entire process, letting PPM Tax & Legal experts take care of it all
• Option for a complete 4-year retrospective fuel tax refund reveiew, even if you’ve claimed 

No algorithms, no guesswork, only data in real-time 

Put the power of accurate fuel tax claims in your hands

Why Choose an Integrated Solution?

High-definition GPS data for accurate fuel tax claims

ATO Support

• The first GPS-based Fuel Tax Credits system in Australia to receive an ATO Product  
   Ruling (PR 2021/2) confirming that the claim methodology is fair and reasonable
• ATO Class Ruling (CR 2021/30) confirming that FTC Manager reports can be used for 
   record keeping

Reduce risk with a product that has ATO Product and Class Rulings 



Want to get started with FTC Manager? 
 

Visit the website, or call to book a demo today

1300 111 477 TeletracNavman.com.au
CONTACT US

How It Works
A compact, robust GPS telematics
device is fitted to your asset(s) 

Second-by-second data is sent 
in real-time to FTC Manager and 
processed through our dual-
layered mapping system  

Auxiliary equipment operating 
datails fed into the processor for 
up to 6 separate items of auxiliary 
equipment (either directly or via 
PTO)   

FTC Manager automatically 
calculates apportionment 
percentages and o�-road 
operating hours for each vehicle
in our GPS Data Reports  

Choose to upload fuel and run
FTC Claim Reports yourself or 
outsource your entire FTC 
compliance process to PPM  

Receive ongoing monthly FTC 
rebates at optimal rates 
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What Will FTC Manager Do For Your Business?

Accurate reporting of travel, 
idle and auxiliary equipment 

operating activities for maximum 
ongoing rebates   

Over 500 customers, more
than 300 retrospective

reviews – benefit from FTC
Manager’s proven ATO 

audit success   

Reduce risk of unsuccessful 
audits and provide total

confidence in your compliance
with an ATO product and 

class rulings  

Accurate, easy-to-read
reports are just a few

clicks away  

The Commissioner of Taxation (Commissioner) does not 
sanction, endorse or guarantee this product. Further, the 
Commissioner gives no assurance that the product is 
commercially viable, that charges are reasonable, 
appropriate or represent industry norms, or that projected 
returns will be achieved or are reasonably based.

Potential participants must form their own view about the 
commercial and financial viability of the product. The 
Commissioner recommends you consult an independent 
financial (or other) adviser for such information.

“We know we’re claiming exactly what we should be rather than relying on an 
estimation – not a cent less, and not a cent more” –  Allan Every, Group Systems 
and Processes Manager at McGregor Gourlay


